l6oi]	NOTES
in Vere's Commentaries (m e  m Arber's Garner, vol  i)     Hexham w«
Vere b page during the siege	'     nexnam was
jonsok's ' poetaster '   A R , m 198
zznd December No news from ireland A P C xmi a
the Council's letter to Lord Mountjoy, tactfully pom^out
frequent advertisements of the state of all things the?e * is dS
small mutations m those actions do make oftentymes a great
one waie or other *	J	5
23r</ December    A further supply for ireland    A P C
440	>
ostend     As for 2Qth December
24^ December    an earthquake    Stow's Annals.
the fleet recalled from ireland    A P C , xxxu 451, 455
z6th December    spanish provisions destroyed    S P Ireland,, 209
225,	^
December    sir francis coseneth the archduke    As for
20th December
3o/>& December the christmas play at cambridge A R , ui 304 ,
S TC t 19309 This third part was published in 1606 , me by W D
Macray, 1886 , see p 60
3i.tf December more men needed APC> jcdqi 477 This
volume of A P C ends on 2nd January, 1602 , the volumes for the rest of
the reign are lost
the abuse of playhouses    A P C , xxxii 466 , see 22nd Jane,
1600
new plays    Hens Diary, i 138, 143-152 , u 218-20
OTHER BOOKS SET FORTH ANNO 1601
' love's martyr * S TC, 5119 , m e by A B Grosart, 1878 For
biographical details see Poems by Str John Salisbury and Robert Chester,
edited by Carleton Brown, 1913 The chief merit of this book is that
Shakespeare was persuaded to add * The Phoenix and Turtle *
an answer to darrell    S T C , 6440 , see also pp 193, 311
The energy of these two preachers was prodigious , both books came out
in 1 60 1, the former containing 356 closely printed pages, the latter 240
* affaniae ' S T C , 10934 The collection is of no great merit, but
interesting because of the epigrams to writers, amongst them Campion,
Richard Carew, Chapman, Daniel, Jonson, Hall, Marston, Mercs, Orer-
bury , Nashe and Spenser are addressed in the Cenotapkia
A book of essays S TCt 14695. Another example of the process
of self-analysis
4 the traveller's breviat'   STC, 3398
mb. webver's * mirror of martyrs " S TC, 25226 Thw poem
has a twofold minor interest It contains a well-koown reference to
Shakespeare's JuUus Caesar, which can therefore be dated in 1599, and it
shows that the Oldcastle-Falstaff scandal caused considerable comment
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